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Hairy black holes and holographic heat engine
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Abstract

By considering AdS charged black hole in the context of extended
thermodynamic as the working substance we use it as a heat engine.
We investigate the effect of hairy charge on the evolution of efficiency
and Carnot efficiency along with electric charge. Because of interest-
ing thermodynamic behavior of hairy black holes it would be natural
to know their effects when we use black hole as a heat engine. We
show that the hairy charge increases the efficiency, and so maximum
temperature would be happened for bigger Maxwell charge when this
hairy charge grows. For the fixed electric charges, the efficiency has
a minimum value. In fact all critical points describe physical states
except when the charge removed. If the electric charge takes a zero
value then the hairy charge must be negative. We also seek behav-
ior of the system for large charges which is provided a model with
low-temperature thermodynamics.

1 Introduction

Quantum field theory (QFT) propagated in curved spacetimes was studied
from decade of 1970 where there is found a relationship between geometri-
cal and thermodynamical features of black hole, for instance one can obtain
a relation between the event horizon surface and its entropy. In fact it is
a relation between the surface gravity and the temperature [1,2]. This im-
plicated a basic connection among quantum theories, thermodynamics and
gravity that led to the birth of black hole thermodynamics laws. Hawking
and Page showed in 1983, that there is a phase transition between a thermal
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AdS spacetime and Schwarzschild black hole [3]. Chamblin et al tested in
1999, it for a charged AdS background in a canonical ensemble and obtained
a phase transition between small and large black holes which is similar to the
Van der Waals (VdW) phase transition [4,5]. Despite such results, due to
the lack of a specific definition for the pressure and the volume of black holes
this similarity is not perfect, while VdW fluid presents a first order kind of
the phase transition in P − V diagram.
In the other side Smarr relation [6,7] is not compatible with the black hole
thermodynamics first law. After some pioneer works to promote the cos-
mological constant as a thermodynamic variable [8], Kastor in 2009 tried to
resolve this problem by considering a varyiable cosmological parameter as
pressure in the black hole thermodynamics first law [9]. He reached to gener-
alized version of the first law of the black hole thermodynamics by considering
the cosmological parameter as origin of the thermodynamic pressure which
is conjugated quantity for the space time volume. By attention to these con-
siderations one can see various behaviors and characteristics for black hole
solutions similar to thermodynamic systems such as phase behaviors in gels
and polymers or triple point in water. One of these aspects is behavior of
heat engine which can be explored in black hole object.
From AdS/CFT duality, a gravity theory defined in AdS bulk spacetime
corresponds to a conformal field theory defined on the boundary of AdS
bulk spacetime with one dimension less. The cosmological constant will
be related to a length scale ℓ in the d-dimensional bulk spacetime through
Λ = −(d − 1)(d − 2)/2ℓ2. This length scale could be set by the number
of coincident branes in which AdS/CFT correspondence becomes significant
for its large numbers where the curvature of spacetime becomes small. In
the field theory the number, N , determines degrees of freedom of bound-
ary theory. So dynamical pressure in the bulk leads to dynamical N on the
boundary corresponds to the changing IR fixed points of theory or triggering
a RG flow on the boundary theory [10,11]. We can see from [12] when the
black hole is considered as a working substance this relationship between P
and N causes a correspondence between a heat engine in AdS and a cycle on
the space of dual field theory side. Indeed the efficiency of heat engine might
characterize a physical property for instance a near equilibrium expansion of
an appropriate response function on the boundary [13]. In the case of hyper-
bolic black holes given by [14], heat flows and also work in field theory side
are described as the difference in the entanglement entropy of two boundary
theories which visit each other along the cycle. It must be also interesting to
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study holographic heat engine at critical point at which its efficiency is very
similar to Carnot engine’s at finite power [15]. We can find a wide range of
works in [14-30] at which the black hole is considered as a working substance.
Pioneering works of Johnson for charged AdS black holes indicate that me-
chanical work can be extracted from heat energy via ”PdV ” term in the first
law of thermodynamics. This is in contrary with Penrose process which leads
to the extracting of energy from rotating black holes in both asymptotically
AdS and flat spacetimes.
Of course it must be noted that some authors [31-33] found black hole metrics
with conformal scalar hair in 4 dimensions in the case of vanishing cosmolog-
ical constant but these scalar field configurations suffer from divergence at
the horizon. There are not any black hole solutions for higher dimensions in
this case [34,35]. Applying a non-vanishing cosmological constant, there are
obtained some conformal hairy regular black hole solutions in 3 and 4 dimen-
sions [36-40], but not for higher dimensions [41]. It is proved [42-44] that if
the scalar field gets coupled conformally invariant to the higher order Euler
densities then hairy black hole solution does exist for any dimension. Mo-
tivation of considering scalar fields has always been expected in theoretical
physics and has played a fundamental role in the structure of string theory.
Since the pure gravity is inconsistent at quantum mechanical level, so any
theory comes to replace it must be included such additional scalar field due
to its fundamental structure. In the other side scalar fields could be useful to
understand black hole physics specially in higher dimensional black hole as a
low energy effective string theory. Thermodynamics of the hairy black hole
is studied in [45] at which phase transition including backreaction is solved
explicitly. We consider the scalar hair field in a 5 dimensional RN black hole
and study its holographic heat engine when the black hole behaves as a work-
ing substance. As a future work, we are interested to study thermodynamics
of hairy black holes obtained from other alternative gravity models such as
[46-52].
Layout of this work is as follows. In section 2 we set up hairy black hole
solution and its thermodynamic aspects in AdS5 space. We discuss rela-
tionship between the hairy and electric charges and seek the conditions for
critical points. In section 3 we calculate the efficiency of the heat engine by
regarding the effects of hairy and Maxwell charge. We find various areas of
efficiency which is restricted due to the sign of Hawking temperature and the
black hole entropy. We also study Carnot efficiency and its evolution with
respect to the efficiency of heat engine. Finally, we can show that both of
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these efficiencies approach to each other for large limit of hairy charge. At
last section we present conclusion of this work and suggest some outlooks.

2 Thermodynamics of hairy black holes in a

revisited AdS5 space

To study hairy black holes in AdS5 as a thermodynamic system we begin
with the action as follows [44]:

I =
1

κ

∫

d5x
√
−g

(

R − 2Λ− 1

4
F2 + κL (φ,∇φ)

)

(2.1)

where κ = 16πG is the Newton‘s gravity coupling constant, F2 = FµνF
µν is

the Lagrangian density of the electromagnetic fields and L (φ,∇φ) represents
the Lagrangian of a conformally coupled real scalar field. In general, to
express the conformal matter content, it is convenient to introduce the four-
rank tensor

S γδ
µν = φ2R γδ

µν − 12δ
[γ
[µδ

δ]
ν]∇ρφ∇ρφ−

48φδ
[γ
[µ∇ν]∇δ]φ+ 18δ

[γ
[µ∇ν]φ∇δ]φ. (2.2)

In the latter case the Lagrangian density of a conformally coupled real scalar
field in 5D is expressed by [44]

L(φ,∇φ) = φ15
(

b0S(0) + b1φ
−8S(1) + b2φ

−16S(2)
)

(2.3)

where

S(0) = 1,

S(1) = S ≡ gµνSµν = gµνδρσS
σ
µρν ,

S(2) = SµναβS
µναβ − 4SµνS

µν + S2,

which contain higher order curvature couplings. In fact such couplings cause
why this model happens to circumvent no-hair theorems [42]. We should
notice that all terms of the Lagrangian (2.3) are well-behaved in the limit
φ → 0 since the tensor field (2.2) is quadratic with respect to the scalar field
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[42]. b0, b1 and b2 given in (2.2) are coupling constants. They are conformally
invariant under the following Weyl rescaling transformations.

gµν → Ω2gµν , φ → Ω−1/3φ. (2.4)

Applying (2.4), the tensor field (2.2) reads [44]

S γδ
µν → Ω−8/3S γδ

µν . (2.5)

Varying the action (2.1) with respect to the metric field gµν we can obtain
the metric field equations

Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν + Λgµν = κTµν, (2.6)

in which the energy momentum tensor is given by

T ν
µ =

2
∑

k=0

(

k!bk
2k+1

φ15−8kδν[µδ
λ1

ρ1 ...δ
λ2k

ρ2k ]

)

×
(

Sρ1ρ2
λ1λ2

...S
ρ2k−1ρ2k

λ2k−1λ2k

)

. (2.7)

Giribet et al obtained a spherically symmetric static hairy black hole solution
for (2.6) in 5 dimension as follows (see [44] and references therein).

ds2 = −f(r) dt2 +
dr2

f(r)
+ r2dΩ2

3 (2.8)

with

f(r) = 1− m

r2
− h

r3
+

q2

r4
− Λ

6
r2, (2.9)

in which dΩ2
3 is the line element of the unit 3-sphere for which ω3 =

∫

dΩ2
3 =

2π2. Here m is mass parameter of the system and q is electric charge parame-
ter with Maxwell vector gauge potential Aµ = (

√
3e/r2, 0, 0, 0). The coupling

constant h given in the metric solution (2.9) represents hairy charge and is
given by

h =
64πG

5
b1n

9, n = ε

(

−18

5

b1
b0

)1/6

, (2.10)

with ε = −1, 0,+1 and extra condition 10b0b2 = 9b21 which guarantees the
metric solution (2.9) to have a black hole topology. Also the scalar field
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configuration of this charge takes the form of φ(r) =
n

r1/3
. Thermodynamic

quantities of this hairy black hole are given as follows [44].

Q = −
√
3π

8
q (2.11)

M =
3π

8
m =

3π

8

(

r2+ − h

r+
+

q2

r2+
+

r4+
ℓ2

)

, (2.12)

S =

∫ r+

0

1

T

(

∂M

∂r+

)

dr+ = 2π2(
r3+
4

− 5

8
h), (2.13)

T (r+) =
1

πℓ2r4+

(

−q2ℓ2

2r+
+

hℓ2

4
+

ℓ2

2
r3+ + r5+

)

, (2.14)

where the black hole event horizon r+ is determined by solving the horizon
equation f(r+) = 0. The entropy computed in (2.13) differs from the standard
Bekenstein-Hawking formula. In fact it accords to the Iyer-Wald’s method
[31, 33]. Since in the extended thermodynamics the black hole mass behaves
as the enthalpy, so by regarding (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14), we can
reach to the first law of extended thermodynamics as follows.

dM = TdS + V dP +Kdh+ ΦdQ, (2.15)

where the thermodynamic volume V is conjugate potential of the pressure
in 5-dimensional space time given by P = 3/4πℓ2 . One can compute V and
other conjugate potentials for hairy and electric charges indicated by K and
Φ, respectively as follows:

V =

(

∂M

∂P

)

r+

=
π2

2
r4+, (2.16)

K =

(

∂M

∂h

)

r+

=
π

16ℓ2r5+

(

20r6+ + 4r4+ℓ
2 + 5ℓ2hr+ − 10q2ℓ2

)

, (2.17)

Φ =

(

∂M

∂Q

)

r+

= −2
√
3

r2+
q. (2.18)

The generalized Smarr relation regarding the scaling argument reads

2M = 3TS − 2V P + 3hK + 2ΦQ. (2.19)
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Now we can obtain the equation of state for hairy black hole by using Hawking
temperature (2.14) and definition of specific volume, v = 4

3
r+ [34,55] such

that,

P =
T

v
− 2

3πv2
− 64

81

h

πv5
+

512

243

q2

πv6
. (2.20)

The critical points are obtained by solving the equations

∂P

∂v

∣

∣

∣

∣

T=Tcr

=
∂2P

∂v2

∣

∣

∣

∣

T=Tcr

= 0, (2.21)

which in absence of the Maxwell field q = 0 they reduce to the solutions

vcr =
4

3
(−5h)

1

3 , (2.22)

Tcr = − 3

20

(−5h)
2

3

πh
, (2.23)

Pcr =
9

200π
(
−
√
5

h
)
2

3 (2.24)

for which we must be choose h < 0 to have critical points with real values. In
general for q 6= 0 one can obtain numerical solutions for (2.21) [32]. Regarding
these results the situations are divided into two branches: If h < 0 then the
critical points would be physical for all values of q, but if h > 0 then the
equation of state admits a single inflection point. To have physical critical
points the corresponding entropy should not to be negative for this inflection
point. With numerical analysis, one can infer that all critical points defined
on h ≈ 1.3375q3/2 are physical points with zero entropy. In the other side,
all critical points under this curve in (h, q) parameter space are physical with
positive entropy (see figure 3 in [32]).

3 Holography heat engines

In this section we study hairy black holes in AdS5 spacetime which can be
considered to be as the working substance of the heat engine. For this purpose
we consider a rectangular cycle in P −V diagram as shown in figure 1. As we
explained in the introduction, variation of cosmological parameter (namely
the pressure of the AdS spacetime) is viewed as the change of size of the
AdS spacetime. All these changes cause to behave the curved spacetime as a
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Figure 1: The heat engine cycle in P −V plan for a thermodynamical system

thermodynamical system in which P−V diagram is given in the figure 1. The
cycle is made up of four processes: two constant volume process es (isocore)
and two constant pressure process es (isobar). During this rectangular cycle,
the system receives heat during b → c and c → d, so the net amount of heat
transferred to the system is QH = Qb→c + Qc→d. Then the system expels
heat during d → a and a → b. Because the process denoted by b → c
takes place in constant volume, the amount of heat entered to the system
would be equal to the changing in the internal energy of the system given
by ∆U = Qbc = Cv∆Tb→c. But since the volume and entropy of a black
hole are both depend only on the radius of the horizon, we can conclude
that the specific heat at constant volume vanishes so the system does not
receive any heat during the b → c process. On the other side, the heat of
the system absorbed during the isobaric process c → d can also be obtained
from Qcd = CP∆Tb→c. So the total heat entered into the system in this cycle
is given by the following relation.

QH =

∫ Td

Tc

CPdT, (3.1)

where the specific heat at constant pressure CP is defined by

CP = T

(

∂S

∂T

)

P

. (3.2)
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Applying metric potential (2.9) and horizon equation f(r+) = 0 and thermo-
dynamic quantities (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14) one can show that the
above heat capacity leads to the following form.

CP =
3(2PA2π2 + 12hπ4B

1

3 + 3(Aπ)
7

3 − 48q2π5)

16(240q2π5 + 2PA2π2 − 48hπ4B
1

3 − 3π(Aπ)
4

3 )
, (3.3)

where A = 20π2h+16S and B = 20π3h+16S. The inflow heat relation will
be simplified by using (3.1) and (3.2) in the expansion process c → d if we
hold all other quantities as constants. In the latter case we will have

QH =

∫ Sd

Sc

CP

(

∂T

∂S

)

P

dS =

∫ Sd

Sc

TdS =

∫ Md

Mc

dM = Md −Mc. (3.4)

For hairy AdS5 black holes, from (2.12) we have

Mi =
3π

8

(

r2+i
− h

r+i

+
q2

r2+i

+
4π

3
Pr4+i

)

, (3.5)

where the event horizon radiuses r+i
= 1

2π2/3A
1

3

i with i = c, d and Ai =
20π2h + 16Si could be obtained from (2.13). So the net amount of heat
which the system receives is

QH = Md −Mc =
3π

8

(

1

4π4/3
(A

2

3

d −A
2

3
c )− 2π2/3h(A

−1

3

d − A
−1

3
c )

+4π4/3q2(A
−2

3

d − A
−2

3
c ) +

P

12π5/3
(A

4

3

d −A
4

3
c )

)

. (3.6)

On the other side, the work performed by engine equals to the area enclosed
by the cycle which is computed regarding figure 1 as follows:

W = (Vd − Vc)(Pc − Pb), (3.7)

where subscripts denote to the points shown in the figure 1. So by attention
to (2.16) the equation (3.7) reads

W =
(Adπ)

4

3 − (Acπ)
4

3

32π2
(Pc − Pb). (3.8)

Finally we can demonstrate the performance of the heat engine by a thermal
efficiency η as follows.

η =
W

QH

. (3.9)
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To investigate the effect s of hairy and Maxwell charges on the performance
of heat engine it would be useful to set one charge with unit and let the other
one changes in the ranges with positive Hawking temperature. In figures 2.a
and 2.b we show the maximum value of charge with a red spot after which
Hawking temperature will be negative. As we can see from this maximum
charge the thermal efficiency has also its maximum value.
In figure 2.a we plotted the heat engine efficiency versus the Maxwell charge
by holding Pc = 2, Pb = 1 , Sc = 8, Sd = 10 for various fixed hairy charge.
The diagram shows that the efficiency grows by increasing the Maxwell charge
for any fixed hairy black holes until it ceased at a maximum value of point
(qmax, ηmax) after which temperature would be negative.
Regarding numerical analysis which we pointed it out at end of the section
2 the critical points might be un-physical for q 6= 0 where h > 0 and the
entropy reaches to some negative values. For example the blue line in figure
2.a is fixed at h = 1, so all physical critical points must be restricted by
qphys > 0.6464862821. The green line corresponds to AdS-RN black hole
solution which is independent of the hairy charge [12]. In the latter case
all points from q = 0 until a maximum value are physical. As we can see
the existence of hairy charge increases the maximum point (qmax, ηmax). In
other words the physical critical points admit synchronously bigger values
of electric charges and efficiencies by increasing the hairy charge. On the
other side, hairy charge causes a new restriction due to negative entropy
and therefore physical critical points start from a point with qphys > 0. In
figure 2.b we fix electric charge and let hairy charge to be change by holding
Pc = 2, Pb = 1 , Sc = 8, Sd = 10. As we can see there is a minimum
point at which system has a minimum efficiency and so in this case efficiency
behaves more complicated rather than previous case. The green line indicates
case of electric charge independent at which (as we discussed before) hairy
charge must be have negative value to have physical critical points, so all
positive values of h are not physical for this line. Considering this condition
the absolute value of maximum hairy charge (hmax = −0.6066 with ηmax =
0.553) and minimum point (with hmin = −0.418 and ηmin = 0.476) both
are physical. However for q 6= 0, hairy charge could be positive or negative,
thus in contrary to the case where q = 0, the physical critical points have
h > 0 provided that they satisfy positive entropy condition. For instance for
q = 0.5 indicated by blue line, all critical points with h > 0.8425722021 are
not physical. This diagram shows that by increasing electric charge, both
maximum and minimum points are satisfied for smaller hairy charges but
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Efficiency is plotted versus the Maxwell electric charge q in (a)
and the hairy charge h in (b) by fixing h in (a) and q in (b) respectively.
In (a) diagrams reach to a maximum point at q > 0 while in (b) they reach
to a maximum point at h < 0. In (a) Green, purple and blue lines indicate
fixed values h = 0, 0.5 and 1 respectively for which maximum point is qmax =
4.890, ηmax = 0.824 for green line, qmax = 8.572, ηmax = 0.885 for purple line
and qmax = 12.234, ηmax = 0.915 for blue line respectively. In (b) Green,
purple and blue lines indicate fixed values q = 0, 0.25 and 0.5, respectively.

with different behavior in their efficiencies. Actually, the maximum point
will has smaller efficiency by increasing electric charge while the efficiency
grows for the minimum point. Indeed, for fixed large electric charge, their
efficiencies reach together.
We can compare the heat engine efficiency η with the Carnot efficiency ηc =
1− Tlow

Thigh
where Tlow and Thigh are the lowest and the highest temperature of

the heat engine in cycle under consideration. Diagrams 3.a and 3.b show that
when we holed electric (hairy) charge with a constant value, then ηh → 1
at maximum value of hairy (electric) charge. Diagram 3.a shows that for
fixed larger q we have smaller absolute value for hmax for which ηc → 1, in
contrary, 3.b shows that by increasing the hairy charge h we will have bigger
qmax. There is similar analysis for relations between q and h with physical
critical points as we discussed already. The ratio η/ηc is plotted versus the
hairy and Maxwell electric charges in figures 4.a and 4.b, respectively. In
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figure 4.a with h = 1 one can see decreasing of this ratio by increasing the
Maxwell charge, while with q = 1 in figure 4.b we see inverse behavior for it.
One can see that η/ηc increases by raising the hairy charge. For large h it
approaches to 1 which means that η → ηc.
•Approaching the Carnot Limit: As it studied in [56,57] when we put

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Behavior of the Carnot efficiency is plotted versus the charges for
fixed q in (a) and fixed h in (b) respectively. Solid, dash and dotted lines
represent q = 0.5, 0.25, 0 in (a), and h = 0, 0.25, 0.5 in (b) respectively.

one of the corner of rectangular cycle in the critical points of the system or
near to them, the efficiency of heat engine could be approached to the Carnot
efficiency having the finite power. In [14] we can see good results for charged-
AdS black hole in the limit of large charge. Following this work we put the
critical point (Pcr, Vcr) in corner a and choose the boundary conditions as

Pa = Pb = Pcr, Pc = Pd =
3

2
Pcr,

Vd = Va = Vcr, Vb = Vc = Vcr

(

1− L

h2/3

)

, (3.10)

in which the constant parameter L comes from dimensional analysis. For
large values of the charge we can put α ≡ L

h2/3 → 0. The work done by the
engine could be simply calculated by the area of ∆V∆P diagram in the cycle

12



(a) (b)

Figure 4: Diagram of ratio η/ηc is plotted versus the charges for Pc = 2,
Pb = 1, Sc = 8 and Sd = 10 where h = 1 in (a) and q = 1 in (b).

under consideration as follows.

W =
1

2
PcrVcrα =

9× 52/3

160
πL. (3.11)

Note that the work done in cycle under the above considerations is finite and
independent of hairy charge. The heat absorbed by the system is given by

QH = M2−M1 =
3π

8
(5H)2/3

(

(1−α)1/2+
1

20
(9α+24−4(1−α)−1/4)

)

, (3.12)

where by attention to the negativity of hairy charge for black hole system
free of Maxwell electric charge we put H = −h as the absolute value of h.
For large values of the hairy charge for which α → 0, the absorbed heat
energy by the system takes the following form

QH =
27π

80
(5H)2/3α +

9π

256
(5H)2/3α2 +

15π

1024
(5H)2/3α3 +O

(

α4
)

. (3.13)

Therefore, the efficiency of the heat engine (3.9) leads to the following form

η =
1

6

(

1− 5

48H2/3
− 25

768H4/3
+

875

110592H2
+ ...

)

(3.14)
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where we used (3.11) and put L = 1. In the other side, the Carnot efficiency
as we discussed before depends just on the highest (TH) and the lowest (TC)
temperatures of the heat engine where they happen at the corners d and b,
respectively. In limits of the large hairy charge we obtain

TH =
9

50π

(25

H

)1/3
, (3.15)

and

TC =
3

20π

(25

H

)1/3 − 1

640π

( 25

H7

)1/3
+ · · · . (3.16)

Substituting (3.15) and (3.16) into the definition of the Carnot efficiency one
can infer

ηc = 1− TC

TH

=
1

6

(

1 +
5

96H2
+ ...

)

. (3.17)

By attention to (3.14) and (3.17) we can conclude η ≈ ηc for large hairy
charge H → ∞ (see figure 5).
By attention to the critical pressure (2.24) we can obtain P ∼ H−2/3 and so
τ ∼ H2/3. According to the work [14] one can infer that τ is the necessary
time to complete a cycle scales at a finite hairy charge leading to a finite
power W/τ in which W is work given by (3.11) (see [57,58]) such that

W

τ
≤ Θ̄

η(ηc − η)

TC
. (3.18)

In the above equation Θ̄ is a model dependent constant and the right hand
side efficiency function would be expanded versus the large hairy charge
H(≡ −h) as follows:

η(ηc − η)

TC
=

54/3π

1296

(

H−1/3 +
5

24
H−1 +

827

2304
H−5/3 + ...

)

. (3.19)

When the hairy charge goes to infinity and so η = ηc then the power (3.18)
vanishes as we expect. The universal trade-off relation (3.18) (see [57]) as a
bound between power and efficiency would be satisfied for any values of h.

4 Conclusions

As thermodynamics of the black holes with the scalar hair configurations are
favored more than of the non-hairy ones, thus we studied thermodynamics
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Figure 5: Diagrams of the heat engine efficiency (solid line) and the Carnot
efficiency (dash line) are plotted versus the large hairy charge H for a black
hole solution with zero Maxwell electric charge q = 0.

of black holes in AdS space time which have both electric charge and hairy
charge. In the latter case the cosmological constant plays as thermodynamic
variable. As the thermodynamic processes of black hole system construct a
closed cycle then it operates similar to a heat engine. So we can study this
black hole heat engine as an implement of the black hole thermodynamics.
We study thermodynamics of the hairy black holes in AdS5 space-time due
to the interesting features of its phase transition. From [53] we know that the
Maxwell electric and hairy charges are bounded together and the sign of en-
tropy depends on this bound. Looking to the work [53] we understand that
positive critical points are divided into physical and un-physical branches
with which represent positive and negative entropies, respectively. We found
out from the discussion leading to the figure.2 that for a fixed hairy charge
the efficiency of black hole solution (which acts as a heat engine) changes by
the Maxwell electric charge. Maximum value of the efficiency is happened at
a maximum charge after which we have unacceptable negative temperature.
This maximum point moves to larger values by choosing bigger fixed hairy
charges. It could be seen from figure (2.a) the blue line has the biggest value
of fixed h and so it has biggest maximum points for the Maxwell charge and
efficiency. Indeed for bigger Maxwell charges in these diagrams the system
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enters to an un-physical situation which is not acceptable. In the other side,
we found also a minimum value of the efficiency in the case of fixed electric
charge which could be seen in figure (2.b) graphically. We concluded that if
we choose q = 0 then all critical points for h > 0 will be un-physical, how-
ever for all other fixed q 6= 0 we have physical critical points with positive
hairy charges for which the entropy remains positive. Maximum and mini-
mum critical values are physical for all values of fixed electric charges and
they have different behavior by increasing the Maxwell electric charge. By
increasing q, maximum (minimum) point happens at smaller hairy charges
but with smaller(larger) efficiency. It means for example if we choose larger
values for a fixed Maxwell electric charge then the hairy charge for both
maximum and minimum point decreases, but we can see this change make
the value of efficiency smaller(larger) for the maximum(minimum) point.
We also compared this efficiency with Carnot efficiency and conclude that the
ratio η/ηc will decrease by changing of Maxwell charge when h = constant.
On the other side when we choose a fixed hairy charge it could be seen that
η → ηc for large h. Regarding [14] and by putting one corner of rectangular
cycle of heat engine process on or near critical points of the system the effi-
ciency of heat engine reaches to the Carnot efficiency having a finite power.
We studied it in large hairy charge limit when the power vanishes.
Previously, thermodynamic processes were studied for various black hole sys-
tems as heat engines, but by considering a conformal scalar hair arising from
coupling of a real scalar field with dimensionally extended Euler densities,
can help us to explore more profound in thermodynamic behavior of black
holes. Considering the hairy charge could be also important when we try to
found out its behavior in field theory side in AdS/CFT proposal. It could be
correspond to some kind of hyper charges or baryon numbers. As the black
hole has scalar hair it could be make contact with something more akin to a
superconducting phase like which we can explore in [59] and [60].
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